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SPRING CELEBRATIONS

Y.S.N. is a place of people and events. Not all alumnae can be with us for convocations and Alumnae Weekends and other affairs, so in this issue of the Yale Nurse, we'll try to bring you all with us through Commencement 1979 and Alumnae College. (The photographs in this section were taken by Ruth Knollmeuller, Assistant Professor, Community Health; Linda Goodhart, Assistant Professor, Research and Three-Year Program; Mary Colwell '50, Executive Secretary, Alumnae Association; and Nina Kleinberg '81).

Graduation

Pretend it's a perfect day in May -- May 21st, to be exact, with the rhododendron in bloom, the trees newly leafed and a light spring breeze in the air. Commencement Day at Yale is always nice -- the weather has always cooperated. Come with us to the Cross Campus, about 9:45 in the morning, as the President and Fellows of the Corporation lead the honorary degree recipients past the line of graduates into the Old Campus. Here's President Giamatti (left), followed by Corporation and University officers.

Tom Fickett '79, Community Health Nursing (Family Nurse Practitioner) was elected Banner Bearer by his class. Here he stands waiting to carry the YSN banner into the Old Campus. The Banner Bearer is given the privilege of wearing an academic costume given to the School by Phil Gover '74 and also receives a modest cash prize. The Banner Bearer leads the faculty and graduates in the procession.
Here, some of the class of '79: Yvonne Green (Maternal-Newborn), Cheryl Anderson Small (Med/Surg), Dawn Ferguson (Psych), Beatrice Captain (Psych) lined up to follow Tom.

And here are some more about-to-be graduates: Betsy Grieg (Community Health); Lee-Nah Hsu (Community Health), Sheila Conneen (Community Health) and in the next picture, Pat Welch (Med/Surg), Denise Guanya (Med/Surg), and Ray Lavander (Med/Surg).

As you know, the University Commencement combines a little bit of ritual with a lot of good feeling and often, humor, all in a relatively brief ceremony. Among the honorary degree recipients, Mikhail Baryshnikov and Leotyne Price were clear favorites with the crowd, and there was some amusement when President Giamatti delivered the Latin Ph.D. presentation of degrees in an Italian accent! Dean Diers announced 57 candidates for the M.S.N. and 24 candidates for the Certificate in Nursing (the completion of the basic portion of the three-year program).

After the University Commencement, join us as we run across the Oak Street Connector back to the School for our own private party. The graduates lined up inside the building while
the faculty gathered outside: here (left to right): Emily O'Neill '77, Instructor, Pediatric Nursing; Sandra Nelson '72, Assistant Professor and Director, Minority Affairs Project; Linda Juszczak, Instructor, Pediatric Nursing; Tom Hitchcock, Lecturer, Psychiatric Nursing

and in the next picture, Doris Banchik '74, Assistant Professor and Chairman, Psychiatric Nursing; Dorothy Sexton, Associate Professor and Chairman, Med/Surg Nursing, and Ann Slavinsky '67, Associate Professor and Chairman, Three-Year Program.

By tradition, there is no real speech at commencement, but the Dean makes a few general remarks. This year (left to right): Terri Clark (Maternal/Newborn); Beatrice Captain (Psych); Chris Cannon (Community Health); Gail Briceland (Pediatrics); Julie Blank Follo (Med/Surg); Mary Bassis (Psych); Pat Barry (Psych) and Sue Anderson (Community Health)

and Cheryl Anderson-Small and Courtnei

listened and heard the following "parting shots" from the Dean:
"If there is one generalization that can be made about the members of the class of 1979, it is that no generalizations can be made. One could note the excellence of your work, the talent you have brought to it, your dedication and commitment to your chosen field, your capacity for survival. But we expect all of those things and therefore may often demand more than mere excellence, more than simply high performance, more than creativity, or motivation, or hard work or perserverance.

It is characteristic of a developing profession that there is eternal pressure for conformity of its members, against deviance and even against difference. Sociologists of the
professions have noted that when a profession is scrambling for its place in the sun, its adherents are intolerant of criticism, and obsessed with standards of quality of performance than can be objective and valid signs to those other, more developed professions one wishes to impress. To the extent that we here, or in any school of nursing become caught in a paranoid and protective view of the world, we do a disservice to the very wide range of skill, talent, interest, capacity and background with which any class, yours especially, is endowed. But the pressure for the certainty that predictability brings is not the private possession of the faculty or administration of the school. You also have searched for rule and boundary, guideline and plan, objective and standard.

It is so much harder to value diversity than to be comfortable with cautious conformity. It is so much more difficult to applaud difference and nurture it -- in the faculty or the students -- than to live with anemic visions of human capacity and comfort oneself with adequacy. In these times, it is especially hard to be in an institution which defines itself at the cutting edge of health service delivery and make the whole institution's force evenly and coherently directed to individual achievement and individual contribution to that mission. We will struggle many years here, as you will in whatever positions you take, before it becomes comfortable to trust that nursing is indeed the least definable and most comprehensive of the health care disciplines, and thus must aim for variety, to take advantage of its immense richness. You, the graduating class leave the beginnings of that search for trust in difference as your legacy. Perhaps the legacy of the faculty is to have given you that value, even as we vacillate on occasions when the weight of the outside world makes us more narrow than we wish, more uptight than we feel, more compromised than we intend.

Some years ago, on the occasion of another kind of commencement, a friend gave me a line I now pass on to you: 'The gods give threads to a web begun.' Your web is much more than just begun, so my wish for you is not a beginning, but a continuing. May you make use of all that your being here has meant to you, in its pleasure, its work, and its pain, and may your web -- our web -- grow, as it must, to link us all to the needs of the people we serve, in the places in which we serve them, so that the health care system that will emerge will reflect the beautiful diversity but concentrated impact that your class exemplifies.

Go and prosper."

After the degrees were presented, Jim Sullivan presented the class gift, a contribution to the emergency student loan fund, on behalf of his classmates.
to Eleanor Herrman, Assistant Professor, Three-Year Program. Associate Dean Judy Krauss and Dean Diers congratulate Eleanor.

And finally, the Veckerelli Prize was presented to Lois Siebert Sadler, seen here being applauded.

The citation:

"The generosity of June Veckerelli of the Class of 1955 established a Prize in the School of Nursing to be given annually at Commencement to a graduating student who has demonstrated outstanding performance in scholarship and clinical practice and through these efforts has inspired others with an admiration for professional work. The winner of the Prize is entitled to have a book presented to the Reference Room in her or his name, and the Prize winner's name is engraved on a plaque which hangs in the School. This year the Prize goes to Lois Siebert Sadler. Lois came to us with excellent experience already as a pediatric nurse. She has consistently been an outstanding and creative clinician in her program at Yale, and one who is recognized for having made significant contributions to the Young Mothers Program of Yale-New Haven Hospital. She developed a sophisticated and unique theoretical framework for her thesis, which shows her outstanding academic ability. She has rarely received a grade less than Honors in course or clinical work and in class she stimulates others to think and pursue ideas. Her professional deportment invites interdisciplinary collaboration and her calm, even approach provides a nice quiet center for classmates and colleagues."

All commencements are special, but this year's was all the more so because of some special people and special connections.

Here, Associate Dean Judy Krauss congratulates her husband, Ron, on receipt of his degree as a nurse midwife. Ron is also a minister who joined the three-year program in 1976.

Here Terri Clark, a brand new M.S.N. and nurse midwife with her husband, John Ginnetti, Assistant Professor and Family Nurse Practitioner and their son, "Little John".

And here, Dean Diers presents her diploma to Judy Tierney, known to many recent graduates as a staff member in the School, first as secretary, later as research staff. Judy de-
decided after all those years of rubbing elbows with nurses that she wanted to be one, and three years later has emerged with her degree in Psychiatric/Mental Health Nursing.

The graduates and their families and friends dispersed into the building for a reception of punch and goodies and as all good things do, the Commencement Day came to an end. ...

Alumnae Weekend

With only a quick catch of the breath, YSN turned to Alumnae Weekend.

The alumnae affairs coincided with groundbreaking for the new Yale-New Haven Hospital building, which will eventually replace the beds in the New Haven Unit. The NHU will not be torn down, but will be converted to other uses, probably clinics and office space. Representative Robert N. Giaimo, Congressman from New Haven, was the principle speaker at the groundbreaking. Alumnae took a break from the Alumnae College programs to participate in the ceremony which capped nearly twenty years of planning for replacement of the outdated and outmoded facilities in the old part of the hospital.

Returning to the YSN headquarters, alumnae heard Eleanor Gill '38, Dean of the School of Nursing at the University of Connecticut present the keynote address on "Credentialing", for Margretta Styles who was unable to be with us because of her husband's illness. Alumnae got a fine overview of the report of the study committee on credentialing which Dean Styles had chaired and the presentation sparked many questions that continued to be discussed throughout the weekend.

Simultaneous sessions in the afternoon saw Janet Taft '78 (right) leading a discussion of new dimensions in childbirth. Beth Fitzpatrick '67 was moderator.
In another room, Ann Slavinsky '67, and Judy Krauss '70, spoke on their conceptualization of chronic psychiatric illness with Susan Altshul '69, member of the Board as moderator.

Listening attentively were Lois Fladager Irwin '44, Marianne Scanlon '74 and Virginia Cleary '74.

Debbie Ward '77 and Pat McCarthy, FNP faculty (not pictured), presented on battered women to a mesmerized group. Pictured below are Debbie Ward '77, Helen Mellett, visitor and Ann Eisele '69.

Anne LeDell-Hong '78 and Pat Eells Kariel '49 are shown listening to Debbie Ward.

In still another room, Doris Bloch '54, Chief, Research Grants Support Section, Division of Nursing, HEW explained the intricacies of the federal granting agencies and priorities.

Next door an involved and fascinating discussion was led by Irene Visitin (left) and Pat Moore (right) and moderated by Mary Jane Kennedy '68 (center) on identifying and treating the alcoholic.
Directory Update

Class of 1928

Eleanor W. Lewis, 1713 Bellevue Ave., Apt. C818, Richmond, VA 23227

Classes of 1930's

Xenia Beliavsky Horn '31, 42 Upper College Road, Kingston, RI 02881
Margaret Holloran Drew '32, 6251 Old Dominion Drive, Apt. 343, McLean, VA 22101
Shirley Carlson Bown '33, 406 Pumpkin Hill Road, Ledyard, CT 06339
Harriett Bradshaw Kaess '33, 5318 108th N.E., Marysville, WA 98270
Anna E. Ryle '33, Whitney Center, Apt. 225, 200 Leeder Hill Drive, Hamden, CT 06517
Iva Torrens '34, The Rotunda #2-904, 8340 Greensboro Drive, McLean, VA 22102
Ruth Evans Lightfoot '35, Box 162, Medford, NJ 08055
Florence Turner McClellan, ex'35, 5403 Queensbury Road, Richmond, VA 23226
Viola Goin Palmer, ex'36, 2104 Lafayette Towers E., 1301 Orleans Ave., Detroit, MI 48207
Marjorie Morse Crunden '37, c/o C.G. Lewis, 6370 Oberursel 4 Taunus, West Germany
Celeste Carver Holloway '37, 12140 S.E. 31st Place, #62, Milwaukie, OR 97222
Josephine Hogan Oaks '37, 384 Cheryl Ave., Los Alamitos, CA 90724
Beatrice Lindsay Clark '38, Box 164, Groton, VT 05046
Laura Wolf Deretchin '38, 24 Hemlock Drive, Great Neck, NY 11024
Angela DeCoste Hauser '38, 276-249 N. E1 Camino Real, Oceanside, CA 92054
Cynthia Wsagat McBride '38, 131 Kelleydrivers Lane, Laurel Springs, NJ 08021
Janet Hankins Cunningham '39, Sherwood Forest, Cedar Mountain, NC 28718
Eleanor Roberts Kinney '39, 706-D Constitution Drive, Durham, NC 27705
Jane Wilcox '39, 12 Dogwood Drive, St. Augustine Beach, FL 32084

Classes of 1940's

Charlotte Crabtree Eberhard, ex'40, R.R. 1, Box 1711, Lakeside, AZ 85929
Elizabeth Evans Erickson '40, 9833 Johnson Point Loop N.E., Olympia, WA 98501
Edith Whitmore Wenmark '40, Box 225, Gulf Shore, AL 36542
Elisabeth Chambers Moore, ex'42, 1503 Van Giesen, Richland, WA 99352
Dorothy J. Cole '43, 849 Jolanda Circle, Venice Isles Mobile Est., Venice, FL 33595
Dorothy McGrarry Stark '43, c/o O'Berry Center, Goldsboro, NC 27530
Marie Weinberger Hartman '45, 110 S. Church St., Moorestown, NJ 08057
Edith Rudd Kent '45, 1950 Cooley Ave., #2, Palo Alto, CA 94303
Lucile Parente Lewis, ex'45, c/o George Parente, 3379 Whitney Ave., Hamden, CT 06518
Kathryn Shimmon Crowther '45W, 176 W. Carriage Drive, Chagrin Falls, OH 44022
Dorothy Haskins '45W, 4834 White Settlement Road, Apt. 135, Fort Worth, TX 76114
Joan Doherty Zellers '45W, 2345 S. Irving St., Denver, CO 80219
Theona Leonard Anderson '46, R.R. 1, Johnston, NE 69314
Mary Alexander Burns, ex'46, 77 N. Saddlebrook Drive, Ho-Ho-Kus, NJ 07423
Muriel Crowly Clement '46, R.R. 2, Norwalk, CT 06850
Suzanne Cailliet Gordon '46, 28405 Eastbrook Court, Farmington Hills, MI 48018
Mary Quinlan '46, 140 Nahant St., Lynn, MA 01902
Sarah Hinshaw Rickerman, ex'46, Box 201, R.R. 1, Landenberg, PA 19350
A. Yvette Richard Biehusen '46W, 1542 Cole Park, Fort Campbell, KY 42223
Mary Butler Crockett '46W, 10929 Preston Trails, Austin, TX 78742
Marion Blake Fleck '46W, 2 Tumbleweed Drive, N.W., Albuquerque, NM 87120
Marie Tedeschi Healey, ex'46W, 49 S. Ridge Drive, Waterbury, CT 06708
Mary E. Martin '46W, Northgate Apts., Bldg. 8, Admiralty Drive, Apt. 3, Middletown, RI 02840
Betty Due Sullivan '46W, c/o Mr. R. Sullivan, Mobil Exploration Norway, 4000 Stavanger, Norway
Evelyn Clarke, ex'47, 528 N. 21st St., Philadelphia, PA 19103
Shirley M. Denison '47, Box 819, Cooper Landing, AK 99572
Gellestrina T. DiMaggio '47, 112 Pinckney St., Apt. 33, Boston, MA 02114
Signe Dodd Kyle '47, 5774 Woodland Drive, R.R. 3, Waunakee, WI 53597
Ruth Welt '47W, Box 2096, Neptune City, NJ 07753
Fannie E. Dewar '49, Route 2, Box 222, Tifton, GA 31794
Elizabeth Woodworth Stude '49, R.D. 6, Box 283, Elkton, MD 21921

Classes of 1950's

Evelyn Hamburger Anderson '50, 3009 Peters Way, San Diego, CA 92117
Mary Schmidt Wolf '50, 22445 Lake Road, Rocky River, OH 44116
Yuka Yasui Fukujura '51, 14814 Carrolton Road, Rockville, MD 20853
Dee Jorgenson Clothier, ex'52, 810 Oxford Lane, Apt. 601, Colorado Springs, CO 80906
Catherine Bull Richmond '52, 931 Spring Creek, Apt. 106, Chattanooga, TN 37412
Jeanne Shea Benninghoff '53, 19 Meadow Drive, Greenwich, CT 06830
Nancy Mae Griffith-Johnson '53, 5216 Jordan Road, Columbia, SC 29206
Rauha K. Koski '53, 1850 W. Lincoln, Apt. 13, El Centro, CA 92243
Classes of 1950's (continued)

Evangelene Gronseth '54, 230 Oak Grove St., Minneapolis, MN 55403
Teresa Molinar '54, 12616 111th Drive, Youngstown, AZ 85363
Myriam Castro Castaneda '55, H-13 Lopatequí Ave., Parkville, Guaynabo, Puerto Rico 00657
Mathilda Soliday Gontarski, ex'55, 39 Willard St., New Haven, CT 06515
Margaret Hendricks '55, 1521 Mineral Spring, Reading, PA 19602
Marguerite Griffin Quinn '55, 330 Boston Post Road, East Lyme, CT 06333
Margaret Davis Todesco '55, 169 N. Elmwood Drive, Chicago Heights, IL 60411
Elmo G. Winger '55, Bethany Towers #312, 335 Wesley Drive, Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
Joan Mulligan '56, 5122 Lake Mendota Drive, Madison, WI 53705
Julia Park Rowan '56, 5101 S. Bunker Hill, Brighton, MI 48116
Elizabeth Shipps Crouse '57, OMS International, CPO Box 1261, Seoul, Korea
Carol Connor Ferris '57, 1110 Urbandale Lane, Wayzata, MN 55391
Rosemary L. Wiley '57, 7712 McGee, Kansas City, MO 64114
Gaynor Parsons Coassin '58, 50 Hunter Trail, Bethany, CT 06725
Jean Salsbury Ney '58, 3204 Parkview Road, Chevy Chase, MD 20015
Armentia T. Jarrett '59, European Area NDQ, American National Red Cross, APO New York, NY 09154

Classes of 1960's

Joyce Semrudek '62, 9855 S.W. 25th St., Portland, OR 97219
Edythe Sodoski Ellison '63, School of Nursing, Dept. of Psychosocial Nursing, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195
Barbara Bender Walwick '63, 106 Oak St., Slippery Rock, PA 16057
M. Neville Turner '64, 4057 MacEachen Blvd., Apt. 24, Sarasota, FL 33583
Carol Schwartz '65, Psychiatry Dept., Columbia University, New York, NY 10032
Lois Kopp Daniels '67, Grove Hill Clinic, 300 Kensington Ave., New Britain, CT 06050
Joan Cost Lester '67, Via Nepal 26, EUR 00144 Rome, Italy
Maryann F. Pranulis '67, Director of Nursing, Scottsdale Memorial Hospital, 7400 E. Osborn Road, Scottsdale, AZ 85251
Carla Robb '67, 13645 Pine Needles Drive, Del Mar, CA 92014
Judith Blocker '68, 1780 Golview Drive, Titusville, FL 32780
Carrie Conser '68, 560 W. 113th St., #3R, New York, NY 10025
Barbara Goddard '68, 1009 W. 2nd St., Pierre, SD 57501
Andrea Joubert '68, 1636 Princess Lane, Pittsburgh, PA 15236

Classes of 1970's

Donna LeBlanc '70, 16315 Green Shade Drive, Houston, TX 77090
Vanessa A. Marshall '70, 3105 Park North, El Paso, TX 79904
Donna Oradei-Berger '70, 6852 Hyde Park Drive, #F, San Diego, CA 92119
Patricia Sweeney '70, Route 2, Box 26, Winter's Run Farm, Paint Lick, KY 40461
Sister Mary Agatha Cebula '71, Nursing Dept., Felician College, S. Main St., Lodi, NJ 07644
Susan Feldman-Gordon '71, 310 E. 12th St., Apt. 1B, New York, NY 10003
Phyllis J. Johnson, Lt.Col N.C., A.F. '71, Route 2, Box 112-R3, Boerne, TX 78006
Susan B. Caghan '72, 5 Hughes Place, Apt. H-9, New Haven, CT 06511
Sandra Nelson '72, 480 Bellevue Road, New Haven, CT 06511
Carol Baer '73, 195 South St., Medfield, MA 02052
Suzan Boyd '73, 538 W. Belden, Chicago, IL 60614
Sarah Dillian Cohn '73, 2 Nettleton Drive, Woodbridge CT 06525
Anne Lyon Donabedian '73, 4938 Arctic Terrace, Rockville, MD 20853
Linda Corinne Kozarich '73, 128 Talcott Road, Guilford, CT 06437
Christine Niemsky Nuemer '73, 97 Lynnwood Drive, Longmeadow, MA 01106
Anne Mulkeen Romond '73, 1278 Ash St., Denver, CO 80220
Kathleen Tauer '73, 954 Lisson Crescent, Richmond, VA 23225
Mary Baker '74, 2600 Netherland Ave., Apt. 523, Riverdale, NY 10463
Doris Banchik '74, 2C Briarwood Lane, Branford, CT 06405
Cynthia Butler, ex'74, 233 S. Franklin St., Apt. 202, Juneau, AK 99801
Joan Wilson D'Maria '74, 1730 Grape St., Denver, CO 80221
Mary Erlandson-Moloney '74, 538 Brook Road, Milton, MA 02186
Mary Geary '74, 1534 Eugene St., Baton Rouge, LA 70808
P.E. Thomas Gower '74, St. Dominic's Priory, 2451 Ridge Road, Berkeley, CA 94709
Jean E. Hammond, Capt. '74, Box 306, Denver, CO 80240
Jean McCormick '74, 1 Duffy's Lane, Darien, CT 06820
Candace O'Brien '74, c/o Mary Hitchcock Memorial Hospital School of Nursing, Hanover, NH 03755
Marcia Fahrmeier Schlotman '74, 4405 S. 22nd St., Omaha, NE 68107
Mary Sennott '74, 1288 Canton Ave., Milton, MA 02186
Madelon Visintainer '74, 1515 Princeton Ave., Salt Lake City, UT 84105
Marisa Chong '74, 1873 Veteran Ave., Apt. 10, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Jane Sulya Ferriss '75, 1110 Urbandale Lane, Wayzata, MN 55391
Ruth M. Ouimette '75, 1005 28th Place South, Birmingham, AL 35205
Eileen Skowronski, Capt. '75, Beauumont Army Medical Center, El Paso, TX 79920
Margaret A. Speer '75, 28 Critten tendon Way, Apt. 3, Rochester, NY 14623
Christine Wioska Stephenson '75, 611 Rugby Road, Apt. G-9A, Charlottesville, VA 22901
Linda Weltchek ex '75, 25 Fern Way, Berkeley Heights, NJ 07922
Sara E. Woolbert '75, 15 Fishers Mill Road, Columbia, SC 29206
Carol Battin '76, 71 Strawberry Hill Ave., Apt. 602, Stamford, CT 06902
Barbara Ann Dalton '76, 29 Grafton St., Arlington, MA 02174
Janice Giepardo Davey '76, 38 Concord St., Hamden, CT 06014
Elizabeth L. Foster '76, Women's Medical Services, 598 13th Ave. E., Eugene, OR 97401
Inger Henrikson '76, Northeast Kingdom Mental Health, Newport, VT 05855
Kathleen Hoppe '76, 1 1 Parkay Drive, East Syracuse, NY 13057
Janet Kinney '76, University Apts. 1 C1, 1500 Duke University Road, Durham, NC 27701
Elizabeth Magenheimer '76, 128 Edwards St., New Haven, CT 06511
Margaret McGrath '76, Brookdale Hospital, Linden Blvd., Rockaway Plaza, Brooklyn, NY 11212
Susan Molde '76, 394 Central Ave., New Haven, CT 06519
Lynda Pittman '76, 84 Chestnut Ave., Apt. 2, Long Beach, CA 90802
Jamie Norris Richardson '76, 714 Lakeside S., Apt. 204, Seattle, WA 98144
Diana D. Bransfield '77, 13 Lyon St., New Britain, CT 06052
Judith Burkholder '77, 75 Florence Road, Apt. 1-A, Branford, CT 06405
Jill Catapano '77, 31 E. Willow Grove Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19118
Elizabeth Detmold '77, 237 Audubon Road, RFD 1, Leeds, MA 01053
Anne H. Ford '77, 635 Wes ley Ave., Oakland, CA 94610
Wendy Gerol '77, 6967 N. Bell, Apt. 3, Chicago, IL 60645
Shirley Girouard '77, Trues Brook Road, West Lebanon, NH 03784
Mary Kennedy '77, 60 Western Drive, Agawam, MA 01001
Barbara Levine '77, 1554 W. Harrison, Apt. 2A, Chicago, IL 60607
Barbara Novak '77, 4434 E. Montecito, Tucson, AZ 85711
James Y. O'Malley '77, 3218 S.W. Water, Portland, OR 97201
Emily O'Neil'77, 163 Blake St., Apt. 14, New Haven, CT 06511
Susan Pennington '77, 706 Front St., Vestal, NY 13850
Kathleen Picard '77, 2590 Ridgmore Road, N.W., Atlanta, GA 30318
Christina Root '77, Box 6, Many Farms, AZ 85638
Margaret Schaefer-Turner '77, 263 Norwood Ave., Buffalo, NY 14222
Celestine A. Silva '77, 2430 Telegraph, Stockton, CA 95204
William Blouin '78, 190 Mansfield St., New Haven, CT 06511
Linda Carter '78, 1842 Center St., West Roxbury, MA 02132
Mary Chaucer-Hatton '78, RFD 1, Marshfield, VT 05658
Kathleen Cockfield '78, 2551 River Road, Willoughby Hills, OH 44094
Patricia D'Antuono '78, 1515 Princeton Ave., Salt Lake City, UT 84105
Susan Kopcha Davis '78, 1281 Brockett Road, Apt. 14-C, Clarkston, GA 30021
Hattie Erwin ex '78, 186 6th St., Bridgeport, CT 06607
Harriet Fellows '78, Country Square Drive, Apt. 38, Cromwell, CT 06416
Joan Fink '78, 11457 Cherry Hill Road, Apt. 404, Beltsville, MD 20705
Gail Kaler Gaffey '78, 2 Laban Pratt Road, Dorchester, MA 02122
Beth Goldberg '78, 167 Pleasant St., Apt. B, Melrose, MA 02176
Sarabeth Gottlieb '78, 149 Cannon St., Hamden, CT 06548
Debra J. Harrison '78, 26 Foley St., West Hartford, CT 06110
Michal Hellenbrand '78, 26 Hilltop Ave., Berkeley Heights, NJ 07922
Anne LeDell-Hong '78, 3512 12th Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55407
Karen M. Lee-Benner '78, 3747 Prestwick Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90027
Lynne Morishita '78, 1221 Shrader St., San Francisco, CA 94117
Lois Neu '78, 3238 E. Madison St., Seattle, WA 98112
Katherine Walker Parker '78, 8805 S.W. Oak, Portland, OR 97223
Benjamin Pettrey, ex '78, 46 W. 83rd St., New York, NY 10024
Sanchez, Clyde and Dorothy '78, 1195 Willow Trail, Bosque Farms, NM 87068
Janet Taft '78, Whalers Point, East Haven, CT 06512
Winifred Thomas '78, 127 Mason Terrace, Brookline, MA 02146
Patricia Trotta '78, 559 Lovely St., Avon, CT 06001
Carol J. Vinick '78, 194 Mohawk Drive, West Hartford, CT 06117
Karen White '78, 633 S. Dakota Ave., Sioux Falls, SD 57104
Sonia Lashley Williams '78, 815 Juniper St., NW, Apt. 101, Washington, D.C. 20012
Dear Friends:

We would like to hear from you with ideas and reactions you have about the Alumnae Association, School activities, these Newsletters, or whatever --. Please use this sheet to write us a letter. Many thanks.

Peg Cushman
Mary Colwell
The program on "Becoming a Nurse", was presented by four three-year students: Betsy Greig '79, Gordon Campbell '80, David Evans '81, and Nina Kleinberg '81. They drew a fascinated crowd as they talked about their experience as college graduates entering nursing for the first time, and of their changes in identity from nurse to nurse practitioner as well. Pictured are David Evans '81, Nina Kleinberg '81 and Penny Camp '58, President of the Alumnae Association.

and Terri Fox '79, told of their work with groups of young children in the Martin Luther King School in New Haven, teaching them about their bodies and how they work.

The day ended with a glorious banquet in the Presidents' Room in Woolsey Hall. As a special added attraction, Robert Benon '81 and Gordon Campbell '80 repeated a performance of a song Gordie wrote called "Macho Nurse" (words available on request), first performed at the graduation party at YSN in late April.

Finally, Cornelia Porter, Assistant Professor, Pediatric Nursing

The two graduates celebrating their 50th anniversary year - Class of 1929 - Elizabeth Simmons and Laddie Widmer were presented with orchid corsages by Mary Colwell '50, and
Iva Torrens was the sole member of the class of 1934 to attend the alumnae weekend. The class of 1939 stood en masse when introduced! They had a record attendance over the weekend - one half of the class of 40 living members returned for their 40th reunion. They continued reuniting at a great party Saturday evening at the home of Betsy Cheney in New Haven.

Representatives of other reuniting classes who reported on the state of their classes were: Ann Boyce '44 (sorry, no picture); Marjorie Wessen '49; Merlyn Robinson '54; Flora Lavery '64; Ann Eisele '69 and Pat Doyle '74. Pat reported they have made it a tradition to have a reunion every year.

later Laddie regaled the audience with her reminiscences of student days at YSN, and Miss Goodrich.
First row (left to right): Pat Harris, Tony Mascia, Doris Banchik, Candy O'Brien, Ginny Cleary. Second row: Sharon Bidwell, Dottie Needham, Pat Doyle, Marianne Scanlon, Marcia Granucci.

Capping the evening was the presentation of the Distinguished Alumna Awards. While Gretta Styles could not be with us, we presented her award at the dinner, and Eleanor Gill accepted it in her name. Arrangements had been made to have the citation conveyed to Gretta in California by a member of her faculty at the University of California, San Francisco, and she sent a message to the assembled YSN alumnae.

"I am extremely honored to be recognized as a distinguished alumna of a distinguished institution. I can only accept this award as a prospective one, with the promise of striving to give it full meaning.

Please convey my best wishes to all of those in attendance and particularly to the Class of 1954. May I propose the following toast: To all of the distinguished alumnae of the Class of 1954, to those who preceded, and to those who followed."

Gretta's citation read:

"Serendipity has nothing to do with why we choose to honor this alumna tonight. Few would dispute her stature in nursing for she is certainly the most outstanding nurse educator in the country today. Now Dean of a distinguished school of nursing she has not settled on her laurels, but has created an entirely new system of education for nurses which continues her impressive record of innovative achievement. She has a gift of thinking beyond the superficial and into the meanings behind things, and a gift for questioning thoughtless tradition. The confidence to carry out her plans and her ability to motivate others have given her an enviable record of leadership from Florida to Michigan, from North Carolina to California. Her selection to chair the most controversial and important project in nursing's recent history -- on credentialing -- is evidence of the esteem in which nursing holds her."

The conferring of an award to Ann Boyce '44 caught her completely by surprise:

"She fulfills one description of a role model of an ideal Y.S.N. alumna: caring, humane, energetic, generous, enthusiastic, humble, always growing. Her deep love for Yale has inspired her classmates, and her sustaining loyalty to friends, colleagues and to her beloved South, single her out as special. Her contributions in all spheres -- as nurse, as confidant, as alumna, volunteer, teacher, devoted churchwoman -- go far beyond what is expected or required. She consistently extends herself and her remarkable capacity for giving into the hearts of others, providing her own strength when others might falter. She has avidly sought opportunities for learning new directions, and has committed herself to professional work often without pay or praise, from clinics to professional associations. Her respect for all persons leads her toward the promotion of health of individuals and her community."

Ruth Burton '72 was almost equally taken back:

"She entered nursing with a bang, summa cum laude, and her career rocket has never stopped sizzling. A member of a pioneer class at Yale, she helped her program become nationally known, and she used her experience here to refine, develop, extend and maintain a distinguished nurse practitioner program at our sister
school. She quickly emerged as a leader in first state, and then national nursing affairs, as she helped create a specialty organization within the state, and chaired the Council of Pediatric Nurse Practitioners of the American Nurses Association. Never content, even in national office, she worked to see that a developing divisive organization of specialty groups within the A.N.A. did not happen, and that the common interests of nurse practitioners could be nurtured, and her leadership was recognized by formal office in the new Council. Honored by her state nursing association, she continues to make her professional contributions through teaching, presentation and publication, as well as through her innovative and exemplary practice."

Marion Fleck '46W handled the whole thing with her usual aplomb:

"She came out of the southwest to Yale. After her student years, she led the nursing service and school of our sister hospital through its transition years, paving the way for a confident and smooth reorganization. Her remarkable leadership abilities and her infectious optimism have helped more than one school of nursing devise new programs, as her gracious energy transformed her city's school health programs and nursing services. 'Retirement' has no meaning for her as she has continued her contribution in planning a new graduate program, acting as Dean, and conducting research in in-service and continuing education. She gathered a Ph.D. in unheard-of speed, served as Secretary of the American Nurses Association, and willingly assumed state and national nursing positions of authority and distinction. Impeccably courteous, dynamic, and merry, she has left a lasting impression from New Haven to New Mexico."

And Doris Bloch '54 confessed her award was "the best kept secret."

"She has risen like a Phoenix and if the ashes of the past cling, they do not show except perhaps in the tenacity of purpose her Yale instructors cited as her outstanding trait of character. World traveler, she lost her heart to East Africa before she even met San Francisco where her public health nursing career began. From malnutrition in Tanganyika to malnutrition in Marin County, her love of people and keen, penetrating mind combined to move her through new degrees to the Ph.D. The World Health Organization claimed her in Manila, but her discerning colleagues brought her back to Washington to consult with others to advance nursing through research. Her firm but diplomatic hand with supplicant grantees, her inspirational touch with young investigators, her support of nursing through the trials of Congress and H.E.W. Secretaries are triumphs of perseverance and talent. Now Chief of the Research Support Section of the Nursing Research Branch of the Division of Nursing, U.S.P.H.S., she speaks, writes, and counsels and represents the best of intelligent nursing leadership."

On Saturday morning YSN alumnae joined the medical school alumni for their seminars. We ended with our Annual Meeting, a luncheon and a showing of a magnificent film, "Yale in Transition", about the University from President Brewster to President Hanna Gray, to President Giamatti. And everyone seemed to go away happy!

Quotes From Alumnae Letters

"--I'd like to venture the opinion that Yale is still a very large reason for my being where I am - and the more things change, the more they are the same. Procedures change, lab tests proliferate, vaccines are invented (how I remember hot packs with polio!) but sick people still need the same attention and concern -- all the knowledge in the world can't take the place of a caring person!"

"Even the early training (including the
forward looking philosophy of that day) has stood me in good stead through the years. One could say that it certainly has stood the test of time."

"The longer I teach, the more I appreciate my excellent YSN education. It had depth and breadth not commonly found."

"...so Yale gave me a great start. Very grateful to Yale for all it did for me!"

"I think of Yale from time to time and am continually surprised at how I use information I learned while there for 2 years. Perhaps the most beneficial was learning to be more disciplined in thinking!"

"She used the knowledge and professional training for the benefit of the entire community and I was continually impressed with the sense of dedication to public service that the Yale School of Nursing inspired in its graduates."

About Alumnae Weekends

"Hearing the tales of other alumnae put a new perspective on YSN for me - much more historic, a kind of continuity - and a true sense of the kind of changes in nursing, both in and through Yale over the years. In a way it makes facing the future and the changes which need to be made seem a bit more achievable. For that, I am grateful."

"A beautiful experience all around - well planned, cohesive, educational, fun-filled."

"Topics selected were of overall interest and current..."

"...the programs were excellent. There was enough choice to please various interest groups."

"I wish I could have attended more than one session - too many good choices!"

"I came for a shot of inspiration and I got it: Excellent speakers and ideas about developing nursing pride and expertise."

"Each of the all too few occasions I have had to attend programs here, I have been left with my perception of nursing's place reinforced and my appreciation of Yale's education renewed."

"It's always a big morale lifter and boost to get to Alumnae College."

In Memoriam

Ina Reynolds '30, deceased 10/17/78
Rose DeFoe Cook '33, deceased 11/6/78
Helen Wayland-Smith Wyland '38, deceased 4/13/78
E. Hermonine Murch McGovern ex'39, deceased 3/14/79
Dorothy Dix Downes Ford ex'47W, deceased (YSN notified 3/20/79)

Class News

Katherine Nuckolls '41, Ph.D., FAAN, director, Nursing Primary Care Program, School of Nursing, University of North Carolina, has been named to the Select Panel for the Promotion of Child Health. The panel, which held its first meeting May 3, was appointed by Secretary Califano. Authorized under P.L. 95-622, the panel is charged with developing a national plan to promote the health of children and expectant mothers. One aspect would be recommendations for better coordination of existing programs.

Barbara Geach '69, had to miss her 10th reunion because she was being married in May in England.

Mary Jo Cannarella '71 - her new job: Staff Development Coordinator, Crotch Mountain Rehabilitation, Greenfield, N.H., a residential facility for multiply-handicapped students.

Anita Ward Finkelman '71 - My book entitled: Staff Development for the Psychiatric Nurse will be published in the next few months. Anita is a doctoral student in Nursing at Catholic University. Her second child is due in July 1979.

Anne Mulkeen Romond '73, received her law degree from University of Colorado this spring. She will be moving to Wisconsin to a job, working with adolescents.

SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

Sigma Theta Tau Makes Site Visit

Sister Rosemary Donley (second from left), president of Sigma Theta Tau, national honor society of nursing, made an official evaluation visit to YSN Honor Society on April 19th. During her visit, she met with the Dean and faculty of YSN, with Honor Society officers, students and alumnae. The Honor Society has applied for a
Two New Program Chairpersons Announced

Two new program chairpersons joined the faculty in July.

Lynne S. Schilling is the new chairperson in Pediatric Nursing. She comes to Yale most recently from the University of Florida where she has been on the graduate faculty of the school of nursing. Lynne received her preparation as a pediatric nurse practitioner at Yale in 1969 as one of the first PNP’s prepared in a project jointly conducted by the School of Nursing and the School of Medicine. She started the University of Connecticut Pediatric Nurse Associate program, then took her Ph.D. in child development at Syracuse University. Lynne is also a graduate of Michigan State University (B.S.N.) and received her M.N. degree from the University of Florida. She and her husband have located in Bethany and he works in Stamford.

Helen Varney Burst is the new chairperson of the Maternal/Newborn Nursing Program (nurse midwifery). Helen is a graduate of YSN, class of 1963. She is currently president of the American College of Nurse Midwives and was head of the nurse midwifery program of the Medical College of South Carolina. Helen was instrumental in beginning the nurse midwifery service and educational programs in Mississippi and has

Mary E. Macdonald, R.N., Director of the Department of Nursing at Massachusetts General Hospital, delivered the annual Sybil Palmer Bellos Lecture on Thursday, April 19. Her topic, "Continued Existence or Extinction—Our Professional Dilemma", was presented at 3:30 pm in Harkness Memorial Auditorium.

Ms. Macdonald received her M.A. in Personnel Administration and Counseling in Nursing from Teachers College, Columbia University in 1950. She has served as a consultant in nursing education to many schools in Massachusetts and as a consultant in nursing administration to the Surgeon General of the U.S. In addition, Ms. Macdonald was an editorial consultant for C.V. Mosby Co. publishers; for McGraw-Hill Book Co.; for the "Journal of Nursing Administration"; and for "RN" Magazine.

The lecture, sponsored by the School of Nursing, was open to the public.

FACULTY NEWS

Two New Program Chairpersons Announced

Two new program chairpersons joined the faculty in July.

Lynne S. Schilling is the new chairperson in Pediatric Nursing. She comes to Yale most recently from the University of Florida where
written widely about the delivery of care of mothers and babies. She is completing a textbook in nurse midwifery to be published in 1980, and it will be the first American text in the field. Helen is a graduate of the University of Kansas.

Honorary Doctorate Awarded to Virginia A. Henderson

At the June 3rd Commencement ceremony, Virginia A. Henderson was awarded the Honorary Degree, Doctor of Humane Letters by Pace University. Miss Henderson, Research Associate Emeritus of YSN, was recognized for her accomplishments and contributions to national and international nursing. The YSN Alumnae Association is proud to claim her as an honorary member!

STUDENT NEWS

YSN Sends Two Fellows to D.C.

YSN's record of success remains un tarnished! For the fifth year in a row - indeed, since the beginning - YSN has had students selected for the Robert Wood Johnson summer study fellowships in public policy, administered by the National League for Nursing. The fellowships provide a summer placement in Washington, D.C. for nursing students to work as staff to various Congressional offices or federal agencies. These fellowships are the only ones for nurse students, and only ten are granted per year.

This year two students were selected as Fellows.
Sally Solomon '80, a pediatric nursing student, is working in the Office of Health Policy of the Health Care Finance Administration (HCFA) assigned to Jeffrey Merrill as preceptor. Sally is a graduate of Cornell University with a major in International Relations and Languages, and is enrolled in the three-year program.
Carol Crawford '80, a community health nursing student, is spending the summer in the Office of the Senate Finance Committee, Minority Counsel's staff, with Sheila Burke as preceptor. Carol graduated from Syracuse University School of Nursing and is a two year student.

Ms. Elizabeth D'Amour has been awarded a Nursing Fellowship from the American Lung Association. Elizabeth will be a second year student in the Medical-Surgical Nursing Program.

YALE MEDICAL CENTER NEWS

New Appointment

Mrs. Rachel Rotkovitch, R.N., M.S., has been appointed Vice President for Nursing at the Yale-New Haven Hospital. The position includes responsibility for all nursing services, management of the operating and recovery rooms, and discharge planning and home care. She will be responsible also for the quality of nursing services, the directing of all personnel and the management of the operating budget of over $22.5 million.

Mrs. Rotkovitch has had broad experience in nursing service administration, is an active lecturer and seminar leader, and has held faculty appointments at Columbia, SUNY at Stony Brook, and Adelphi University. She is also a consultant to the Surgeon General of the U.S.

Mrs. Rotkovitch is a graduate of the Lebanon School of Nursing in Beirut, received her B.S. in Nursing Education from Union College in Washington, D.C., and her M.S. in Nursing Service Administration from Teachers College, Columbia University. She is a candidate for a Ph.D. in Public Administration from N.Y.U.

Hospital Ground Breaking

After some 20 years of planning, Yale-New Haven Hospital officially broke ground on June 1st for a $65.5 million building which will be connected to the Memorial Unit along Davenport Avenue in the same block as the Nursing School.

The new facility will house a new emergency service, radiology department, surgery suite and three patient care floors, including a new consolidated pediatric floor. The scheduled date for occupancy of the new facility is April 1982.

The main speaker at the ceremony was Congressman Robert Giaimo; there were also messages from Mayor Frank Logue of New Haven, C. Thomas Smith, President of the Y-NHH, Virginia Wells, President of the HSA of South Central Connecticut, Richard H. Bowerman, Chairman of the Board of Trustees.
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